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Healing Through Awakening
There is a secret energy you possess that has been hidden inside you for a very long time.
While there are several miracles and blessings modern science and technology has bestowed
upon us, there are few things it has done which lead us to more truly fulfilling lives. The
possible solution? Tapping into our dormant inner energy by activating and healing the body's
energy chakras to facilitate a never experienced before physical, mental, emotional, and
spiritual well-being. This book teaches you to dip into this inexhaustible source of knowledge in
order to live the life you truly deserve. Healing and balancing your chakras can free you from
damaging feelings and experiences of the past and anxiety about the future. True peace,
happiness, a sense of purpose, clarity, and enlightenment originate from a space of positive
and harmonious balance of energies. You will learn how to channel your powerful internal
energy to bring more purpose and fulfillment into your life. Learn to unlock your spiritual power
by awakening your dormant Kundalini energy. Some of the things you'll learn from this book
are: Guided meditation for healing, activating, and balancing chakras Powerful technique for
awakening the body's complex kundalini energy Philosophy of the third eye and how
awakening it can transform your entire life Opening your heart chakra through Anahata
stimulation And much more If you want to lead a more physically, mentally, and spiritually
fulfilling life, take charge of your body's energies and learn the secrets of using them to
transform your life today, then get your copy today!

Awaken Healing Energy Through the Tao
An accessible, authoritative guide on balancing your energetic body to heal both body and
mind. Chakras Made Easy is the ideal book for readers who are new to, or curious about,
energy healing systems. Written by Anodea Judith, world-renowned energy healing expert, it
offers a complete range of practical tools on using chakras to balance, heal and take charge of
your wellbeing. In this book, the reader will learn: * the meaning, function, and purpose of each
chakra * the childhood experiences that affect and programme each chakra * the role each
chakra plays in our lives, including in our health, relationships, and decision-making * physical,
emotional, and mental signs of chakra imbalances * simple yet powerful exercises to balance
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each chakra * using the chakras as a tool for liberation, manifestation, reception, and
expression This book was previously published within the Hay House Basics series.

Kundalini Awakening Guided Meditation
Bestselling author Pedram Shojai, “The Urban Monk,” presents a comprehensive guide on how
Taoist alchemical practices can help you release stress, harness life force energy, and awaken
your true self. “We have fallen asleep to the knowledge of our true nature, and now it is time to
wake up.” —Pedram Shojai There is a way to break free from trance of modern life and
awaken to your true, limitless nature. The path lies in an ancient system of Taoist alchemy, and
with Inner Alchemy, qi gong master, physician, and former monk Pedram Shojai presents an indepth guide for harnessing the transformational power of this wisdom in your own life: Part 1
lays out Taoist principles and philosophy for understanding the body’s energy matrix and the
nature of our current challenges—all in down-to-earth language Part 2 covers specific
exercises and techniques for mastering your energy and awakening your true
power—including diet, meditation, exercise, sleep, lifestyle tips, and traditional qi gong sets
Part 3 provides an advanced exploration of traditional Taoism for modern times, along with a
100-day practice formula to help you regulate your energy, wake up from the hypnotic daze of
daily life, and make the world we live in a better place “The process of turning the material
‘lead’ of our human experience into the ‘gold’ of awakening is the essence of this ancient
science of spirituality,” writes Shojai. “My promise is that if you practice what you learn in this
book, your life will change in ways that you have never imagined.”

The Energy Codes
Holistic healing, hands on healing, physical healing, emotional healing, learning to feel
emotions and relearning to feel emotions, the philosophical implications of a flexible reality,
awakening, achieving a state of continuous presence, achieving enlightenment.

Taoist Secrets of Love
Normal 0 false false false EN-SG ZH-CN X-NONE MicrosoftInternetExplorer4 /* Style
Definitions */ table.MsoNormalTable {mso-style-name:"Table Normal"; mso-tstyle-rowbandsize:0; mso-tstyle-colband-size:0; mso-style-noshow:yes; mso-style-priority:99; mso-styleqformat:yes; mso-style-parent:""; mso-padding-alt:0cm 5.4pt 0cm 5.4pt; mso-para-margin:0cm;
mso-para-margin-bottom:.0001pt; mso-pagination:widow-orphan; font-size:11.0pt; fontfamily:"Calibri","sans-serif"; mso-ascii-font-family:Calibri; mso-ascii-theme-font:minor-latin; msofareast-font-family:SimSun; mso-fareast-theme-font:minor-fareast; mso-hansi-fontfamily:Calibri; mso-hansi-theme-font:minor-latin; mso-bidi-font-family:"Times New Roman";
mso-bidi-theme-font:minor-bidi;} In 2005, John Wong, a thirty-one-year-old molecular biologist
was struck by a peculiar illness that led to his paralysis from his neck down. Some of his
organs had also started to malfunction. As if it was not enough for him to bear, he even lost his
ability to see. His own body has unexpectedly failed him at the peak of his career and life, as
he had known it then, came to a standstill. Yet, he somehow managed to defy the judgement
of most medical doctors who thought he was a lost cause and miraculously recovered from his
paralysis and blindness over an arduous period of 3 years. In Awaken Your Healing Power
John shares his experience of establishing a Transcendental Connection with the Source and
how it has led to his miraculous healing and how it has allowed him to be a vehicle for further
healing in others, as he continues to tread this lifelong path of self-awakening. This book
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reminds us once again why the so called "miracles" happen. This book will broaden your
awareness about yourself and your life. But most importantly, the book will help you to unleash
your power from within.

Chakra Healing Therapy
Mantak Chia reveals for the first time to the general public, the ancient sexual secrets of the
Taoist sages. These secrets enable men to conserve and transform sexual energy through its
circulation in the Microcosmic Orbit, invigorating and rejuvenating the body's vital functions.
Hidden for centuries, these esoteric techniques and principles make the process of linking
sexual energy and transcendent states of consciousness accessible to the reader. This
revolutionary and definitive book teaches: Higher Taoist practices for alchemical transmutation
of body, mind and spirit; The secret of achieving and maintaining full sexual potency; The
Taoist "valley orgasm" -- Pathway to higher bliss; How to conserve and store sperm in the
body; The exchange and balancing of male and female energies, within the body and with
one's partner; How this practice can fuel higher achievement in career and sports.

VortexHealing

Divine Energy Healing

Awaken your personal power--easy techniques to understand, read, and heal your aura The
Little Book of Aura Healing is your beginner's guide to what your aura is and how you can heal
and maintain it for better well-being. Begin with a brief background on how auras work before
diving into specifics of each color, each layer, and practical aura balancing techniques that
anyone can do. The Little Book of Aura Healing illuminates how your aura is connected to your
physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual health. Start healing your aura right away with:
Practical techniques--Explore simple practices for reading, healing, and strengthening your
aura, with friendly language and helpful illustrations. Learn the signs--Discover ways to identify
an aura that's imbalanced and how to align the energy of your thoughts, emotions, intentions,
and actions for greater aural symmetry. The seven layers--Learn about the color, size, chakra,
and personality traits associated with each of the seven main layers of your aura, and how to
heal the ones that need your attention most. This book is your ultimate guide to auras and their
colors as well as simple practices to read, cleanse, and heal them.

The Path of Energy
"Dr. Sadeghi is the doctor who has changed my life. This book will change yours." --Gwyneth
Paltrow In his latest book, Dr. Habib Sadeghi provides a compassionately based, scientifically
sound approach to the missing ingredient in the weight-loss recipe: self-love. You'll learn that
real self-love is far more than an ethereal concept. It's a tangible evolutionary force that will
create changes in your life that can only be described as miraculous. Did you know that the
electromagnetic power of the heart is five thousand times stronger than that of the brain?
That's the power of your love, and you'll learn how to harness its healing energy by taking one
simple step. You'll discover the exciting emerging science of epigenetics and that fat is not all
in the family. You've never been doomed by your genes and have far more control over your
weight than you ever realized. Most importantly, this program was created, from compassion
and experience, by someone who has been there. You'll be amazed and inspired as Dr.
Sadeghi shares how this program created a profound healing in his own life. So prepare
yourself for a revelation that combines the latest science with spiritual nutrition for a quantum
weight-loss program that serves up a satisfying portion of real soul food. Take the journey to
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discover where the answers have been all along . . . within. All proceeds from Within will be
donated to Roots of Empathy, University of Santa Monica and Healing Institute of Beings.

Gravity & Grace
A holistic guide to female sexuality integrates the latest in Western medical research with the
wisdom of the East to explain how any woman can enhance her pleasure in lovemaking and
reach her full sexual potential. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.

Chi Self-Massage
A look at the mythic, archetypal, and transformational aspects of Snake · Explores how and
why Snake was transformed from esteemed advisor and guardian of ancient wisdom to a
symbol of deception and evil · Examines Snake’s healing powers, its role in awakening
kundalini, and its connections to dreams, shamanism, alchemy, and the Goddess · Shares
transformational stories and practical ways that Snake can help us travel through the imaginal
realm, gather treasure from the psyche, and shed outgrown aspects of self Entwined with
human consciousness since prehistoric times, Snake has always been associated with
transformation--from the shedding of its skin to the rising of kundalini energy. In ancient times,
Snake served as protector and advisor to gods, goddesses, and royalty. But with the story of
Adam and Eve, Snake became the enemy--a tempter and deceiver. How did this happen and
why do humans continue to fear and vilify Snake? Inspired by a vivid dream of an immense
snake that lost its tail, animal communicator Dawn Baumann Brunke investigates the
interwoven history of Snake and humanity and explores how we can once again access
Snake’s wisdom and harness its powerful ability to heal, transform, and awaken. Uncovering
ties between Snake and Goddess, the author demonstrates how both were systematically
suppressed millennia ago with the spread of a patriarchal perspective that valued mastery over
nature, God over Goddess. Brunke reveals how myths that originally extolled the virtues of
Snake and Goddess were refashioned, recreating their images as debased and untrustworthy.
She explores why snakes show up in shamanic journeys and transformational dreams and
how their unique presence in our world can serve as catalysts of change, truth-telling, and
enlightenment. Examining Snake’s role in awakening human consciousness, Brunke considers
the alchemical role of the serpent as well as Snake’s connections to ancient healing, modern
medicine, and even the DNA molecule. She shares psycho-activating stories to help trigger
transformation and provide graceful movement through the chaos of change. And she offers
practical techniques to journey with Snake through inner worlds, to shed confining aspects of
self, and to integrate experiences more holistically. Brunke shows how we need to re-embrace
the ancient power of Snake to better support our return to a more balanced
consciousness--one that reunites nature with spirit, sacred masculine with sacred feminine--as
we strive for global change and personal awakening.

Me and the Orgone
Unlock Your Spiritual Power Today Are you looking for a practice that makes the body's own
natural ability to heal itself more effective? Do you want to learn about the possibility of spiritual
power? Do you want to empower your body, mind, and spirit? This book aims to deliver an
understanding of what Kundalini practice is, plus a brief history and other background
information to help you gain a more complete context. This book also includes suggestions on
how to start your Kundalini practice in order to heal and empower your body, mind, and spirit.
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Within this book's pages, you'll find the answers to these questions and more. Just some of the
questions and topics covered include The Spirit's Connection to the Body The Hidden Treasure
The Dark Mists of Prehistory The Bhagavad Gita Kundalini Yoga Awakening Healing Spiritual
Power The Meaning of Selfishness Potential Dangers with Spiritual Powers Spiritual Benefits
Chakras, Nadis and the Subtle Body And more! Though the thousands of details of Kundalini
practice are beyond the scope of this book, this guide will give you a broad understanding of
what is involved in awakening Kundalini energy. When you have finished reading, you will have
a clear idea of the challenges and the benefits of Kundalini awakening. Don't hesitate to pick
up your copy today by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page!

The Alchemy of Sexual Energy
Transform your yoga practice into an intimate, creative, and healing experience in this
refreshing guide to yoga in the modern world “An inspiring read for all yogis.” —Michael Franti,
musician, filmmaker, activist What if, instead of constantly pushing yourself beyond your
limitations, you paused to really listen to your body’s needs? In Gravity & Grace, innovative
yoga teacher and trainer Peter Sterios shares a unique set of practice principles to help
anyone—from beginners to advanced practitioners and teachers—revitalize their approach to
yoga by tuning into the subtle body. When our yoga practices become too rigid, overly focused
on technique, or dependent upon ideals that are not suited to our bodies, we lose the full
potential of what yoga offers—a truly personal pathway to physical well-being, emotional
unfolding, and spiritual awakening. In this groundbreaking book, Sterios helps you embrace the
full, healing potential of yoga as he shares wisdom gained from over 45 years of exploring
yoga and the subtle body. He teaches that by developing a sensitivity to how the natural forces
of gravity and grace are at work physically and psychologically, we become empowered to
confidently decide how to practice each day. Through an insightful blend of practical theory
and direct instruction, Sterios will guide you to incorporate awareness of physical and subtle
anatomy into your practice, utilize the breath for greater well-being, and create flowing
sequences that naturally meet your unique needs in each moment. For teachers looking to
deepen their offerings, students who want to bring a more personalized and healing
experience to their yoga practice, and anyone working with physical limitations (from injury,
body type, age, or any of the myriad obstacles humans face), Gravity & Grace is the “no-style”
yoga guide you’ve been waiting for.

Essential Chakra Meditation
A tantric massage practice for awakening and enhancing women’s innate sensual, emotional,
and spiritual energies · Provides emotional healing by releasing traumatic memories stored in
the yoni · Includes exercises that use sexual energy to cleanse and stimulate the chakras ·
Empowers women to draw strength and radiant vitality from the restored connection to their
innermost core “Yoni” is the Sanskrit word for the female genitalia, describing not only the
anatomy but also encompassing the energetic and spiritual dimensions. While a yoni massage
offers women the opportunity to enhance their sexuality, Michaela Riedl shows that the effects
of this practice are much more profound and have ramifications affecting every area of life.
Long held inhibitions in the West about sexuality and the shame and guilt associated with the
sexual zones of the body have created deep-seated barriers that prevent individuals from fully
expressing themselves. The practices provided in Yoni Massage are designed to allow women
to overcome these barriers and reconnect to their innermost core and deepest feminine nature.
Yoni massage is not simply a hands-on technique but involves the conscious direction of
energy throughout the body through deep breathing and visualization. It provides women the
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ability to cleanse and energetically stimulate the chakras as well as achieve emotional healing
by releasing the traumatic pain that often becomes seated in the yoni. The author explains that
the relegation of this important spiritual and energetic center to a “private part” hinders the
process of enlightenment. Once women are able to be in touch with their yoni energy, their
connection to the entire web of life is restored to its rightful place.

Energy Healing and the Art of Awakening Through Wonder
Unlock your healing power with chakra meditation. Your chakras are your body's vital energy
centers, and their health can impact your physical and mental wellbeing. Drawing on rich
traditions and hundreds of years of knowledge, Essential Chakra Meditation shows you that
practicing intention and purpose can transform your mind, body, and spirit. Discover how to
unblock your energy through a series of guided meditations--each tailored to treat a specific
chakra. Whether you're new to meditation or have some experience, this book offers you
everything you need to create internal balance and start healing today. Essential Chakra
Meditation includes: Awaken your healing power--Learn how guided meditations can keep your
energy flowing--reducing stress, easing fatigue, and bringing balance back to your busy life.
Understanding your chakras--Detailed descriptions of the Root, Sacral, Solar Plexus, Heart,
Throat, Third Eye, and Crown chakras provide you with the information needed to diagnose
and treat blockages. Essential mantra and mudras--Enhance your meditation and mind-body
healing with mantras (short chants) and mudras (hand postures) for each chakra. Master the
art of chakra healing and help free yourself from worry and exhaustion.

Healing Love through the Tao
"This easy-to-follow guide explains energy fields, chakras, energy bodies, and meridians, and
how they relate to health, illness, and healing."--Cover.

Iron Shirt Chi Kung
Forty-five fully illustrated Tao Yin exercises are introduced in a guide that explains the history
behind the practice of the exercise system and its connections to other complementary
Chinese exercise forms. Original.

Trauma and the Unbound Body
Do you suffer from erratic, unpredictable or generally inadequate energy levels? Do you wish
you can find abounding energy to reinvent yourself, physically and mentally, to change the very
way you live your life? Have you ever wondered how some people always seem to be full of
energy, simply bursting with life? They have the same amount of sleep that you do, they work
the same hours, they have all the same responsibilities and commitments as you, but yet, they
have so much more energy than you. How does that happen? In Kundalini Awakening, you are
introduced to Kundalini or what is called Serpent energy, a tremendous amount of energy that
is hidden within you, at the base of your spine, only to be released when it is awakened. When
this divine and spiritual energy is released, it transcends from a dormant state to energy that
brilliantly transforms your physical, mental and spiritual state of being. Through the book, you
will understand Kundalini energy as a phenomenon, also learning how to identify and release it
from within you, to reap its life-changing benefits. Here's just a preview of what awaits you,
when you read Kundalini Awakening; Serpent Energy: Introduction to Kundalini, a dormant
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serpent energy, ready to uncoil History: Learn about Kundalini, a discovery and practice that
dates back thousands of years Chakras: Introduction to 7 main Chakras, your body's critical
energy centers Nadis: Introduction to nadis, the energy pathways that lead to and from chakras
Energy Manipulation: How to work on your Chakras and Nadis? Kundalini Yoga: Kundalini
yoga, for each of your 7 Chakras Releasing Kundalini: Meditation & Exercises to unleash your
Kundalini This book is meant to help you find Kundalini from within yourself, the tremendous
source of energy that at present lies dormant at the base of your spine. Releasing Kundalini is
an often misunderstood process. Through Kundalini Awakening, you will first understand the
importance of being in the present, a state of mind that is critical and essential to successfully
awakening Kundalini within you. The book teaches you the philosophical mindset you will need
to adopt to successfully awaken your Kundalini, then teaching you the exercises and
meditation you need to perform, once you have prepared your body and mind for Kundalini.
Seek a potent form of energy hidden deep within you, lying dormant at the base of your spine.
Unleash and uncoil the Kundalini in you, the serpent energy that is awoken only when called
for. Grab your copy now!

Inner Alchemy
A new edition of the bestseller · The first book to reveal in the West the Taoist techniques that
enable women to cultivate and enhance their sexual energy · Reveals Taoist secrets for
shortening menstruation, reducing cramps, and compressing more chi into the ovaries for
greater sexual power · Teaches the practice of total body orgasm For thousands of years the
sexual principles and techniques presented here were taught by Taoist masters in secret only
to a small number of people (sworn to silence), in the royal courts and esoteric circles of China.
This is the first book to make this ancient knowledge available to the West. The foundation of
healing love is the cultivation, transformation, and circulation of sexual energy, known as jing.
Jing energy is creative, generative energy that is vital for the development of chi (vital life-force
energy) and shen (spiritual energy), which enables higher practices of spiritual development.
Jing is produced in the sexual organs, and it is energy women lose continually through
menstruation and child bearing. Mantak Chia teaches powerful techniques developed by Taoist
masters for the conservation of jing and how it is used to revitalize women's physical, mental,
and spiritual well-being. Among the many benefits conferred by these practices are a reduction
in the discomfort caused by menstruation and the ability to attain full-body orgasm.

Awakening the Healer Within
“For those ready and willing to build a new life, here are the tools. Powerful, incisive,
extraordinary writing.” —Neale Donald Walsch, New York Times bestselling author of
Conversations with God Transform your life with this bestselling, revolutionary, and accessible
seven-step guide—grounded in energy medicine, neurobiology, and quantum physics—to
awaken your true health and potential through energy healing. Eighteen years ago, health
pioneer and “extraordinary enlightened visionary” (Anita Moorjani, New York Times bestselling
author) Dr. Sue Morter had a remarkable and profound awakening. While meditating, she
spontaneously accessed an energy field—a level of consciousness—beyond anything she had
ever imagined. This dramatic experience changed her life and set her on a mission to discover
how to create such radical transformation for her patients. Through years of advanced study
and research in energy healing and medicine, she developed the Energy Codes. This lifealtering program has now enabled thousands of people around the world to overcome pain,
disease, fatigue, anxiety, and depression, and to awaken their innate creativity, intuition, and
inner power. Bridging ancient healing practices with cutting-edge science, The Energy Codes
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offers a detailed road map to help you experience deep healing in your life. Grounded in
practical, accessible exercises, including yoga, breathwork, meditations, and Dr. Morter’s
proprietary Bio-Energetic Synchronization Technique (BEST) protocol, The Energy Codes
“offers deep insights…that brilliantly merge the ever-blending worlds of science and spirituality
to help reveal the truth of our being and the depths of our greatness,” (Jack Canfield, coauthor
of the Chicken Soup for the Soul series).

Within
Taoist Esoteric Yoga is an ancient, powerful system of physical, psychological and spiritual
development encompassing meditative and internal energy practices. This unique and
comprehensive book reveals the Taoist secret of circulating Chi, the generative life force,
through the acupuncture meridians of the body. This comprehensive list includes: Opening the
Energy Channels; Proper Wiring of the Etheric Body; Acupuncture and the Microcosmic Orbit;
Taoist Yoga and Kundalini; How to Prevent Side Effects; MD's Observations on the
Microcosmic Orbit. Written in clear, easy-to-understand language and illustrated with many
detailed diagrams that aid the development of a powerful energetic flow, for psychological and
spiritual health and balance.

Awakening the Ancient Power of Snake
A guide to working with the chakras to heal emotional wounds, release physical tensions,
explore psychic abilities, and awaken spiritual energies · Explores each chakra on the physical,
psychological, psychic, and spiritual level and explains how the chakras can be understood as
an embodied map of the psyche, linked with different stages of development · Details the
author’s system of Chakra Therapy, which integrates healing touch with chakra visualizations ·
Offers practical exercises to nourish and support each chakra as well as practices for daily
chakra maintenance In this in-depth guide to working with the chakras, author Glen Park draws
on her decades of experience as a Chakra Therapist to explain how the chakras can be
understood as an embodied map of the psyche, with each chakra representing a different
stage of development from infancy and childhood through adulthood, with the Heart Chakra
playing a central role in awakening the spiritual potential of the upper chakras. She examines
each chakra individually on the physical, psychological, psychic, and spiritual level, as well as
through the lens of the solar (masculine) and lunar (feminine) channels. She shows how the
connections between the chakras and developmental stages are paralleled in the findings of
Western psychology and neuroscience and how our collective expressions of the chakras
influence cultural trends in society. The author’s system of Chakra Therapy integrates healing
touch with guided chakra visualizations, offering practical exercises to nourish and balance
each chakra so it can be integrated and in harmony with the entire chakra system. She
explores how to work with the Heart Chakra for deep transformation and self-healing, including
healing emotional wounds from childhood and enabling the psychic and spiritual levels of the
Throat and Eye Chakras to develop, with the potential of opening to the divine realm of the
Crown Chakra. Sharing case studies from her Chakra Therapy practice, she shows how we
gain a richer understanding of ourselves both mentally and physically by working with the
chakras, opening ourselves to the potential for deep soul growth and transformation.

The Pleiadian Workbook
Distills the many different Chi Kung practices into one simple daily routine for abundant health,
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calmness, and mental clarity · Provides step-by-step illustrated instructions for a complete yet
easy daily Chi Kung routine · Perfect for beginners and ideal as a warm-up to more advanced
practices · Clears physical and mental stress, stimulates healing and disease prevention,
detoxifies the body, releases tensions, improves circulation, and works to develop flexibility,
strength, resiliency, and suppleness Within every person there is a place full of energy, health,
and happiness. Practicing Chi Kung allows us to visit this place of inner vitality and harmony,
clearing physical and mental stress, detoxifying the body and mind, and helping us return to
our natural state of abundant health, calmness, and mental clarity. An ideal complement to the
treatment of chronic pain, asthma, diabetes, high blood pressure, headaches, and even heart
disease and cancer, Chi Kung is a way to take control of your physical, mental, and spiritual
health and live a long and healthy life. In Simple Chi Kung, Taoist master Mantak Chia distills
thousands of Chi Kung practices into one simple daily routine perfect for beginners and ideal
as a warm-up to more advanced practices. Designed to relax our muscles, loosen the joints,
improve circulation, and develop flexibility, strength, resiliency, and suppleness, the gentle,
flowing movements of Chi Kung mirror the movements of nature and help practitioners connect
to their own inner flow of chi, clearing blockages and stagnation in our life-force energy and
tapping in to our natural powers of healing and disease prevention. Walking readers step-bystep through each exercise, from movement work with the knees, hips, and spine to internal
energy work through controlled breathing, Master Chia explains how daily practice of Chi Kung
cultivates life-force energy, a stronger immune system, emotional balance, and spiritual
awareness, transforming the patterns and assumptions that limit our body and mind as well as
enhancing our connection to nature and the universe.

Dark Light Consciousness
The Little Book of Aura Healing
What if you were reborn in this moment completely free from the voice of fear, negativity, or
doubt?And what if, instead, you found yourself filled with deep love, joy, and gratitude for all of
life? How would you create your life from this place of freedom and happiness? How would you
experience yourself and life from this feeling of unconditional love? The keys to awakening this
heavenly realm within are available to everyone, but require a journey inward to the most
essential part of yourself; your heart and soul. Though it requires effort to embark on this path
of awakening, it is not the effort of doing more, or trying to become something greater that what
you already are. Instead, it is the effort of letting go-letting go of fear, and letting go of the false
self that has been constructed in the mind over the course of a lifetime. The path to spiritual
liberation requires honest self reflection, inward investigation, and a desire to know the truth of
who you are beyond the limitations of your mind, emotions, and body. Our purpose on the
planet is to remember and reawaken to the truth of who we are; that of unconditional love,
peace, and joy. The loving energy that we are is ever changing, evolving, and expanding, and
cannot fully be grasped nor contained within the limited confines of the mind. The suffering that
many people experience in life, and the collective dysfunction perpetuating much of the pain
and destruction on the planet at this time, is the result of a deep forgetfulness of our Being, of
who we are in our essence. This is my story of stepping out of the mind-made reality of the
ego, and directly experiencing the greater reality existing within and all around us. This is a
story of the magic, grace, and healing that has accompanied my awakening process,
uncovering more of my true nature. The first part of the book is my personal journey, while the
following chapters serve as a guide for the awakening and healing journey for anyone who
desires to live in greater connection and happiness. Though the scope of this book may seem
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ambitious, covering such a wide array of topics relating to the mind, emotions, and body, I feel
that this is the most balanced approach to spiritual awakening. The reason is that the journey
of awakening and healing is truly a holistic process, where each part of our human experience
profoundly effects and shapes all other parts of the self. By learning to integrate back into
wholeness on every level, we grow and evolve in a balanced way. The holistic approach also
creates a solid foundation to begin creating a new reality for oneself, a reality that is filled with
infinite potential for peace, happiness, and well-being. May these words inspire and awaken
the memory more fully within you of a greater reality, and of your true nature.

The Multi-Orgasmic Woman
How to awaken the Ureaus--the serpent power of spiritual transcendence within each of
us--and connect to the superconscious of the universe · Reveals the biochemistry of how the
body’s melanin provides the template for the subtle energy body or light body · Shows how
embracing the dark light consciousness of the awakened Ureaus opens a portal to the sacred
darkness of the superconscious · Provides illustrated instructions for meditation practices,
breathing exercises, and yoga postures to safely awaken Ureaus/Kundalini energy Within each
of us lies the potential to activate a personal connection to the superconscious. Called
“Ureaus” in ancient Egyptian texts and “Kundalini” in ancient Hindu yoga traditions, our innate
serpent power of spiritual transcendence inhabits the base of the spine in its dormant state.
When awakened, it unfurls along the spinal column to the brain, connecting individual
consciousness to the consciousness of the universe enfolded within the dark matter of space.
At the root of creativity and spiritual genius across innumerable cultures and civilizations, this
intelligent force reveals portals that enfold time, space, and the luminous matrix of reality itself.
Combining physics, neuroscience, and biochemistry with ancient traditions from Africa and
India, Edward Bruce Bynum, Ph.D., explores the ancient Egyptian science of the Ureaus and
reveals how it is intimately connected to dark matter and to melanin, a light-sensitive, energyconducting substance found in the brain, nervous system, and organs of all higher life-forms.
He explains how the dark light of melanin serves as the biochemical infrastructure for the
subtle energy body, just as dark matter, together with gravity, holds the galaxies and
constellations together. With illustrated instructions, he shows how to safely awaken and
stabilize the spiritual energy of the Ureaus through meditation practices, breathing exercises,
and yoga postures as well as how to prepare the subtle body for transdimensional soul travel.
By embracing the dark light of the shining serpent within, we overcome our collective fear of
the vast living darkness without. By embracing the dark, we transcend reality to the dimension
of light.

Yoni Massage
· Details the spiritual, healing, and energetic qualities of stones such as Moldavite, Nuummite,
Circle Stones, Nirvana Quartz from the Himalayas, and high-vibrational Natrolite from the
emerald mines of Russia · Features color photos of exceptional examples of each of the
stones · Includes practices for deepening one’s awareness of the stones’ gifts--from expanding
consciousness, to healing, to awakening the Light Body, to fulfilling one’s personal and
collective destiny In Stones of the New Consciousness Robert Simmons examines the 62 most
important stones to help accelerate and enhance conscious evolution and spiritual awakening.
Each entry is illustrated with color photos of exceptional examples. The stones include
Moldavite, the extraterrestrial amorphous crystal; Nuummite, the oldest gemstone on Earth;
and Circle Stones, the highly energetic Flint found in crop circle formations. Other featured
rarities include Nirvana Quartz from the Himalayas and high-vibrational Natrolite from the
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emerald mines of Russia. Simmons begins with a new approach to meditation with stones and
to the possibility of conscious relationship with the spiritual beings who express themselves in
our world as crystals and minerals. He includes historical and mythological references for each
stone, positing that the fabled Stone of the Holy Grail and the Philosopher’s Stone of the
alchemists may have physical counterparts among the minerals discussed. Simmons presents
practices for deepening one’s awareness of the stones’ gifts--from expanding one’s
consciousness, to healing, to awakening the Light Body, to fulfilling one’s personal and
collective destiny. While emphasizing direct contact with stones, the book also explores crystal
energy tools, energy environments, and applications such as stone elixirs and essences that
can aid anyone on a spiritual path.

Simple Chi Kung
“Just as an open hand is hidden within a fist, our true nature, with its innate capacities for
happiness, love, and wisdom, is hidden within our pain and numbness. Just as we can open a
fist to reveal a hand, our unbound, unconstructed being can emerge from our pain and breathe
again.” —Dr. Judith Blackstone, Trauma and the Unbound Body Heal trauma. Reclaim your
body. Live with wholeness. These are the gifts of utilizing the power of fundamental
consciousness—a subtle field of awareness that lies within each of us. In Trauma and the
Unbound Body, Dr. Judith Blackstone explores how we can resolve the mental, physical, and
emotional struggles of trauma through the power of fundamental consciousness. Dr.
Blackstone weaves her 30-plus years of psychotherapy practice to present a simple yet
revolutionary approach to healing trauma. She writes, “All of the constrictions in our fascia (the
connective tissue surrounding muscles and organs) are moments of our past that we have
stopped in their tracks and held in that way, unconsciously. They are frozen moments of our
past.” Trauma and the Unbound Body explains how and why the body constricts in response to
trauma, causing physical and emotional pain. Dr. Blackstone guides us through step-by-step
processes to unwind those constrictions by attuning to fundamental consciousness, setting the
body free of trauma once and for all by uncovering an unbreakable, unified ground of being. In
Trauma and the Unbound Body, Dr. Blackstone discusses: ? The five main purposes for bodily
constriction—and how to release them to return to wholeness ? How to inhabit the body as
fundamental consciousness to liberate trauma-based constrictions ? The Realization
Process—a meditative practice for embodied spiritual awakening ? Discovering the unified
ground of being within the body that enables lasting change

Energy Balance Through the Tao
Energetic massage techniques that dispel negative emotions, relieve stress, and strengthen
the senses, internal organs, and nervous system · Shows how Chi Massage employs one’s
own internal energy to promote rejuvenation · Presents Chi Massage techniques for every
organ and bodily system · Provides a daily practice routine that requires only 5 to 10 minutes
to complete The Western concept of massage primarily concerns muscle manipulation. In the
practice of Chi Massage, internal energy, or Chi, is manipulated to strengthen and rejuvenate
the sense organs--eyes, ears, nose, tongue, teeth, and skin--and the internal organs. The
Taoist techniques in this practice are more than 5,000 years old and, until very recently, were
closely guarded secrets passed down from master to student with each master often knowing
only a small part of the complete method. In Chi Self-Massage Master Mantak Chia pieces
together the entire system of Chi Massage into a logical routine, revealing the methods used
by Taoist masters to maintain their youthfulness. He explains the energetic theory behind Chi
Massage and how negative emotions affect the organs and nervous system. By practicing the
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exercises outlined and following the daily routine that requires only 5 to 10 minutes to
complete, readers can strengthen their senses--most notably vision, hearing, and
taste--detoxify their internal organs and glands, help control negative emotions, relieve stress
and constipation, and improve their complexion, teeth and gums, and overall stamina.

Chakras Made Easy
Taoist techniques for replenishing our internal energy with universal cosmic energy · Shows
how to transform excess sexual energy (Ching Chi) into self-healing energy · Presents
advanced Cosmic Healing Chi Kung practices, which gather the limitless resources of Cosmic
Chi for healing · Explains how opening of the three tan tiens to the six directions allows
personal consciousness to connect directly to higher sources of energy Taoists consider our
sexual energy to be the creative force that we can use to regenerate the body’s internal
energy, but we must learn how to harness excess sexual energy and transform it into chi, or
life-force energy. When we circulate the sexual energy in the Microcosmic Orbit--a continuous
energy loop that runs up the spine and down the front of the body--we transform it into selfhealing energy that can be stored in the organs and the three tan tiens: energy centers in the
brain, the heart center, and the lower abdomen. The Alchemy of Sexual Energy builds upon
Microcosmic Orbit practices discussed in Healing Light of the Tao. The more we open the flow
of our internal energy the more capable we are of connecting to the cosmic energy that exists
outside ourselves in the universe. By learning to open the three tan tiens to the six directions,
the Taoist practitioner combines mind power with extension of chi to draw cosmic energy into
the body. This energy, too, can be stored in the three tan tiens and used as needed for
healing. When we learn to flow in this way with the energy of the Tao, life ceases to be a
struggle.

Discover The Ancient Healing Power of Reiki, Awaken Your Mind, Body, Spirit
and Heal Your Life
Learning to consciously interact in the domain of subtle energy is the next step in personal and
planetary transformation. The Path of Energy is a unique handbook of principles, practices and
exercises to help you access your energy awareness and live a more empowered life. In the
book are 13 meditations that activate patterns of light within your energy body to awaken
specific abilities and levels of awareness. Each meditation includes benefits and purpose, stepby-step written directions augmented with line drawings, and an interpretive illustration of the
completed energy pattern. Subtle energy is more than life force; it is the substance of reality
and the vehicle of consciousness. Your body is wired to navigate this domain. You are
equipped with everything needed to engage the world of energy and creatively change your
life. You simply need to remember how. The Path of Energy is a guide to living with expanded
consciousness. Included are techniques that build energy awareness and use this skill to
deepen your spiritual path, intimacy in relationships, align with earth energy, clear space,
create protection, manifest goals, facilitate healing, and more.

The Inner Smile
VortexHealing Divine Energy Healing is a holistic system of energetic healing and a path to
awakening, guided by divine intelligence. “Without any doubt VortexHealing is the most
profound & significant event that I have experienced in this lifetime.” Colin Snow, Tai Chi
instructor. USA ”I have experienced every type of healing modality I am sure, all the yogas that
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you can think of, I have been to see the Dali Lama in Northern India, I have sat for hours in
meditation, and have tried many Chinese medicines, but nothing comes even close to the
profound and powerful transformational energy that is VortexHealing.” Mahala Wall, yoga
teacher & healer. England “I love VortexHealing. It has transformed my life beyond recognition;
I am infinitely blessed to be part of this lineage.” Daisy Foss, author & retreat center owner.
England “In over ten years of intense exploration of a wide variety of amazing personal
development tools, VortexHealing is quite simply the most profound and impactful
transformational work I have ever encountered.” Guy Jara, software engineer. USA
“VortexHealing transformed my life. After trying many healing modalities, it was the first one
that gave me real freedom from childhood traumas and has continued to astound me as to the
depth of change it can bring about in my life.” Shiraya Adani, healer. South Africa

Healing Light of the Tao
Written for both lay readers and practitioners, Awaken to Healing Fragrance is divided into
three parts structured around the past, present, and future of aromatherapy. The book begins
with profiles of prominent female historical figures—from Cleopatra to Elizabeth I—known to
have used essential oils for mind, body, and spiritual health. Part two explains the value of
aromatherapy today: modern methods for using essential oils—from relaxation practices like
massage and facials to treating common conditions like PMS, stress, and a sore throat—and
describes how and why they work. Also featured are case studies, research on anti-infectious
qualities of the oils, and a section on psychoneuroimmunology that shows how essential oils
can help restore the mind-body-spirit connection and create balance. Awaken to Healing
Fragrance concludes by exploring the future of essential oil therapy and how it can be
integrated into traditional medical systems. Jones discusses energetic medicine, creating
aromatic gardens, and establishing integrative medicine clinics where doctors trained in
Western medicine would collaborate with alternative therapists such as acupuncturists,
nutritionists, and aromatherapists to bring a new consciousness and sense of well-being to
healthcare.

Stones of the New Consciousness
How The Healing Power Of Reiki Can Change Your Life Do you want to live a happier,
healthier, and better life? How about healing your body and increasing your energy? We all
have been victims of physical and emotional problems like back pain, fatigue, trust issues,
sexual inadequacy etc. And often times, it's not clear what the root cause of these issues is.
We make the mistake of thinking that there is something inherently wrong with us. Learn, Heal
and Transform Reiki has the power to heal our minds, bodies, and spirits in ways few of us can
imagine. This is applicable to individuals of any age with physical, mental, emotional, or even
spiritual problems. For many years Reiki has been a highly guarded secret but it is intelligent
energy, which automatically goes to where it is needed. Find out more in this complete guide to
an ancient healing art to living a happier, healthier, and better life. In this book you will discover
Meditations to strengthen your mind and expand your consciousness Free yourself from
negative energies Gain wisdom and clarity from your divine self Help yourself & others with
Reiki How to open your Third Eye Best foods to eat and teas to drink accordingly for your
chakras Learn how to use Reiki as a healing and personal growth system Reiki healing to clear
financial blocks Reiki to attract true love Manifesting positive outcomes Heal your body and
increase energy Manifest a strong sense of peace and love And much, much more…. This
book will change your life and free you from negative energies. Now is the time to make a
change and live a happier life!
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Kundalini
The Pleiadian Workbook is a direct transmission from the Pleiadian Emissaries of Light--Light
beings from the Pleiades--who say it's time now for spiritual growth, ascension, and healing.
Through Amorah Quan Yin, we are taught to open our "Ka Channels," which pull energy from
our multidimensional, holographic selves into our physical bodies. These galactic healing
techniques align us with our divine selves, raise our vibratory rates, and rejuvenate and
balance our bodies, while accelerating spiritual evolution and stimulating emotional healing.

Earth Qi Gong for Women
An introduction to the ancient Kung Fu practice designed to unify physical, mental, and spiritual
health · Describes the unique Iron Shirt air-packing techniques that protect vital organs from
injuries · Explains the rooting practice exercises necessary to stabilize and center oneself ·
Includes guidelines for building an Iron Shirt Chi Kung daily practice Long before the advent of
firearms, Iron Shirt Chi Kung, a form of Kung Fu, built powerful bodies able to withstand handto-hand combat. Even then, however, martial use was only one aspect of Iron Shirt Chi Kung,
and today its other aspects remain vitally significant for anyone seeking better health, a sound
mind, and spiritual growth. In Iron Shirt Chi Kung Master Mantak Chia introduces this ancient
practice that strengthens the internal organs, establishes roots to the earth’s energy, and
unifies physical, mental, and spiritual health. Through a unique system of breathing exercises,
he demonstrates how to permanently pack concentrated air into the connective tissues (the
fasciae) surrounding vital organs, making them nearly impervious to injuries--a great benefit to
athletes and other performers. He shows readers how once they root themselves in the earth
they can direct its gravitational and healing power throughout their bone structure. Additionally,
Master Chia presents postural forms, muscle-tendon meridians, and guidelines for developing
a daily practice routine. After becoming rooted and responsive, practitioners of Iron Shirt Chi
Kung can then focus on higher spiritual work.

Kundalini Awakening
The guide to engaging and directing the three primordial forces of Earth, Heaven, and Higher
Self to achieve enlightenment and immortality · Explains how to circulate the life force, or chi,
by balancing yang (male) and yin (female) currents of bioenergy · Includes an overview of the
complete Taoist body/mind/spirit system along with newly refined methods of activating the life
force · The sequel to the classic Awaken Healing Energy Through the Tao In 1983, Mantak
Chia introduced the “Microcosmic Orbit” to the West. Prior to that time, most of the Eastern
energy practices transmitted to the West were incomplete, dealing only with the ascending
yang/masculine channel, which shoots life-force energy up the spine. The Microcosmic Orbit
showed practitioners how to establish the descending yin/feminine channel of the life-force
energy loop. Within Taoist systems, cultivating feminine energy has always been seen as the
key to gaining balance and wholeness. Healing Light of the Tao presents the more advanced
methods of chi cultivation in the Microcosmic Orbit, offering a full understanding of Taoist
spiritual theory through its comprehensive overview of the complete Taoist body/mind/spirit
system. The book also includes more advanced meditation methods for absorbing the higher
frequencies of Earth Force, Cosmic Force, and Universal Force (Heavenly chi) into the basic
orbit. It establishes a spiritual science that not only emphasizes practical benefits to health,
sexual vitality, and emotional balance, but also shows how changes made in the energy body
can lead to physical rejuvenation that the Taoists called immortality.
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Awaken Your Healing Power
Engage the chakras as a road map for self-discovery, harness the power of crystals, and
practice self-love through erotic spirituality with Crystal Healing and Sacred Pleasure. Whether
you’re new to crystals or experienced with crystal healing, Crystal Healing and Sacred
Pleasure offers the essential information and techniques you need to get your energy flowing
freely again. The flow of energy through our chakras (the energy centers of our bodies) is
essential to our fundamental well-being and our ability to experience our lives fully. When
chakras get blocked, the natural flow of energy is hindered, and we experience disconnection
from our physical bodies. Crystal healing can release blockages and bring necessary attention
to our whole being, while helping to heal physical or emotional trauma. Crystals have been
used for centuries as a way to release and harmonize energy. Each crystal has its own unique
qualities that are suited to specific kinds of blockages. When used properly, crystals can have
a powerful and positive effect on our lives. This book features: A clear introduction to the
body’s chakra system Guidance for determining if a chakra is blocked Essential information on
crystals and how they work Specific techniques and practices for using crystals to embrace selflove and achieve greater intimacy and pleasure A comprehensive chart linking crystals to their
chakras; zodiac elements; color energies; and physical, emotional, and spiritual benefits An
annotated reading list of books, blogs, and websites to support you as you continue on the
path of crystal healing Embrace the healing power of crystals and open yourself to greater wellbeing, intimacy, and sensual pleasure.

Awaken to Healing Fragrance
A guide to the foundational practice of “smiling to the organs” to promote deep relaxation and
internal health · Presents exercises that dissolve the physical and mental tensions that can
cause energy blockages and unhealthy chi flow · Shows how to recognize illness at its
inception on the organ level and how to balance the emotions to heal it The Inner Smile is a
practice that focuses gratitude and joy on the internal organs to resolve the physical and
mental tensions that can lead to illness. In Taoism negative emotions--anger, sadness,
depression, fear, and worry--are seen as low-grade energy that causes chronic disease and
steals our major life force by creating energy blockages. Master Mantak Chia shows that the
internal awareness produced by the simple yet powerful Inner Smile meditation practice
flushes the organs of poisonous negative energy that may be blocking chi energy flow in order
to nourish the entire body. Just as a genuine outer smile transmits positive energy and has the
power to warm and heal, an inner smile produces a high grade of energy that promotes
powerful internal healing, deep relaxation, happiness, and longevity. Smiling to the organs and
thanking them for the work they do helps to reawaken the intelligence of the body, which, once
activated, can dissipate emotional imbalances and inner disharmony before serious illness
manifests.

Awaken Clairvoyant Energy
"Focuses on promoting women's health though a traditional Chinese medicine method and an
ancient, series of gentle, conscious movements geared toward a women's unique anatomy, to
help balance emotions and hormones, and promote anti-aging and general healt

Crystal Healing and Sacred Pleasure
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Attract more of what you love into your life, travel between lifetimes, connect with the deceased
or a child yet to be born, and much more by using your clairvoyant talents. Renowned author
Cyndi Dale reveals the secrets of clairvoyant energy and provides step-by-step instructions for
six different clairvoyant styles. From healing and manifesting to clearing blocks, using future
sight, and understanding the chakras, this wonderful guide helps you explore many topics and
grow through the power of your energetic abilities.
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